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20/02/06 TT No.182: Stephen Harris - St. Ives Town (United Counties League 

Premier Division)  

Saturday 18 February 2006; St Ives Town 1-3 Holbeach; UCL Prem; att. c.64, team-

sheet issued, admission £4. 

St Ives is a very pleasant town and easily reached for a day out on a frequent bus 

route running between Cambridge and Huntingdon. On a crisp but sunny winter’s 

day we enjoyed our time here, in particular our calls at the Oliver Cromwell pub 

and the Cock at Hemingford Grey, a short walk away along the river. St Ives was 

thronged with people, only a handful of whom had this game in their day’s plans.  

My headcount at the match came to 64, which seems a low attendance, but which 

I notice is almost exactly average for this league. Like at many small clubs, the 

attendance grew noticeably in the second half when a gate was no longer being 

taken. The Westwood Road ground is just ten minutes-walk from the town centre 

and is a reasonable ground for this level. The whole pitch is surrounded by a very 

low white rail, which in turn is surrounded by either a tarred track or in places a 

concrete walkway, the latter looking to be freshly laid. The pitch was wet and cut 

up badly, it also slopes markedly from side to side. On the lower side is a brick 

stand which looks to have been fairly recently refurbished. This contains almost 

100 second-hand plastic seats in blue and red and room for standing spectators as 

well, and is backed by a high Leylandii hedge which helps to give the ground an 

enclosed feel. Opposite, on higher ground is a clubhouse/dressing room/tea bar 

block which is starting to show its age and has a rather musty smell inside. In front 

of this is a stretch of terracing; four steps, half of which is covered. Almost the 

entire crowd stood here by the tea bar, the stand opposite appearing to be for 

strangers and tourists like us. The tea bar itself had a wider than usual menu 

including bacon rolls, chips and “mushy peas” – the latter a remarkable discovery 

so far south. 

Having not seen Holbeach before I was disappointed to see them appear in pale 

blue, rather than the expected tiger stripes. They were clearly the better side in 

this mid-table clash and quickly took a 2-0 lead. St Ives raised hopes among home 

fans by first scoring a penalty and then saving a Holbeach penalty, but it was the 

away team who wrapped up the points with a late third. Match rating 3*. 

Very disappointingly there was no proper programme issued for this game. A folded 

team-sheet, albeit printed in colour, listing squads rather than actual players, was 

handed out on entry.  
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